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Our teacher Buddha Shakyamuni is known as the Fourth Guide. He is the great loving kinsman of all sentient beings, who works for their welfare without being requested. Endowed with perfect wisdom, love, and ability, this truly and completely awakened one turned for us, his disciples, the profound and extensive Dharma Wheels. These teachings are the source for both temporary and ultimate happiness and well-being. In brief Buddha Shakyamuni presented the three vehicles. All that he gave is in harmony with how things are, with factual reasoning.

Especially in these times when the five degenerations are rampant, we need the very heart of the Buddha’s teachings — loving kindness, compassion, and the knowledge that realizes egolessness. We are not only in need of his words; we need their meaning. However, merely by hearing the words we still derive some benefit in that we feel joy and inspiration. There are numerous such reasons why the Buddha’s teachings are spreading all over the world and gaining popularity in various countries, among many different races of people.

The Buddha’s words are both profound and extensive, and to understand them fully we use the three stages of knowledge that result from learning, from reflection and from training.

The knowledge that results from learning is the understanding we gain when studying with a true master. We do this by listening to explanations from a qualified spiritual teacher of what the Buddha taught and the commentaries that clarify his teachings. Reading through the Buddha’s sublime words and treatises also is included under learning.
The knowledge from reflection is the understanding we arrive at through our personal questioning and examination of the meaning. We can check for ourselves whether or not a statement agrees with factual logic. We can question what the immediate benefit and the ultimate result of training is and how we can personally apply it. By thoroughly scrutinizing the reason and purpose we gain a certain comprehension that is called the knowledge that results from reflection.

These two — learning and reflection — give us an intellectual understanding. The process of assimilating this within our experience brings another type of understanding known as the knowledge resulting from training. This personalized knowledge, when recognized and stabilized, is the source for the same realization reached by the Buddha. In the usual terminology it is called sugata-garbhā, in the extraordinary teachings of Vajrayana we call it intrinsic wakefulness, self-existing awareness, the ultimate real condition. This is what we must recognize.

Through recognizing this real condition in an authentic way, we can, within a very short time, gather the accumulations and purify the obsculations. Moreover we can reduce all our disturbing emotions, naturally and automatically. In this way we are able to experience the original wakefulness that is realization. In short, by following this path we remove very quickly all shortcomings and manifest all qualities, effortlessly and spontaneously.

This is possible because the basis for realization, the very essence of what the Buddha taught, is within ourselves. The buddha is within; all the qualities of enlightenment are present within our own nature. This is the principal point in which we must exert ourselves, in which we must train.

Our real condition, our natural state, is most precious and wonderful. To gain an intimate knowledge of this for ourselves and to make it known to others is why we must study the Buddha’s sublime teachings and the treatises that clarify them.

This need for learning provides the context in which we now present the treatise entitled The Gate for Entering the Way of a Pandita. Jamgön Mipham Rinpoche (1846-1912), was likewise known as Ju Mipham, (his family name was Ju), Mipham Jampal Yang, or as Mipham Jamyang Namgyal Gyamtso. He studied with many great masters from all tradi-
tions. Furthermore he received teachings on the traditional topics of knowledge as well as a vast number of empowerments, transmissions, and instructions. Gifted with a natural intelligence, Jamgon Mipham Rinpoche became extremely learned. He was accomplished in all five fields of knowledge and remains the example of perfect scholarship. When we reflect on him as a practitioner, it seems that he spent his entire life in retreat. If we contemplate his writings, it seems that he spent his entire life composing treatises. If we consider his work as a Dharma teacher, it seems that he spent his entire life giving teachings. By reading his life story we can ascertain that his accomplishments are incredible. In short, how he studied, reflected, practiced; how he taught, discussed and composed; his deeds in learning and teaching the treatises are immense and unprejudiced.

Among the extensive literature he authored, The Gateway to Knowledge, has a vital importance for followers of Buddhism. Why is that? It is not because it is vast and detailed; because it isn’t. However by studying this text and learning it well, you ensure that you have gained a rough comprehension of what the Buddha taught in general. In particular The Gateway to Knowledge will form the circumstance for more easily understanding all the sublime words and treatises, such as the works of Nagarjuna. It is for these many reasons that Ju Mipham’s Gateway to Knowledge is extremely important.

What are the substance and contents of The Gateway to Knowledge? As I just mentioned, it functions as a key for gaining a preliminary understanding of the sublime words and the treatises. Specifically the student of this text can begin to comprehend the meaning of the major works on Buddhist philosophy and of the traditional sciences to a lesser degree.

The sublime words and the treatises of the Sutra and Tantra systems are a very vast and profound topic to study. When you want to extract this meaning you need an “expert system,” a key. The Gateway to Knowledge is like that key, a magical key — it opens up the treasury of precious gemstones in the expansive collection of Buddhist scriptures.

Once you have scrutinized The Gateway to Knowledge, those of you who wish to proceed to the major works of Buddhist philosophy will find it quite easy to understand them. The Gateway to Knowledge is in itself an
excellent Buddhist study text. In particular, it is helpful for your further studies.

Over the years, for these and many other reasons, I have insistently and repeatedly asked Erik Pema Kunsang to translate this work. Since he has both affection and respect for me, he took my request seriously and undertook many difficulties to do so. The result is shown in this publication, the first volume, and in the volumes to come.

You, the readers, please study it carefully, and take the meaning to heart. May this be a flawless cause for you to uphold the precious teachings of the Buddha through correct learning, reflection and meditation training. May it benefit you individually and assist you in benefiting others through teaching, composition, and discussion. This is my intention, my hope, and my aspiration. Tashi Delek.

—Chökyi Nyima Rinpoche
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Prologue

Sanskrit title: Pandita Syanayam Avataramukha Nama Shastrasti.

Tibetan title: mkhas pa'i tshul la jug pa'i sgo zhes bya ba'i bstan bcos bzhugs so.

English title: The treatise entitled The Gate for Entering the Way of a Pandita.

Homage to the Three Jewels.

Comprehending perfectly the ten topics,¹
You teach beings the meaning of the Four Seals.²
Treasure who fully illuminates the teachings of flawless word and meaning,³
Sun of Speech, may you enter our hearts.⁴

If you desire to attain the discriminating knowledge that unmistakenly ascertains what should be known, you should study these ten topics which cause learnedness, as is taught in the great sutras and treatises. What are they? They are the ten topics of being learned in: 1) the aggregates; 2) the elements; 3) the sources; 4) dependent origination; 5) the correct and the incorrect; 6) the faculties; 7) time; 8) the truths; 9) the vehicles; 10) conditioned things and unconditioned things.

By the power of gaining certainty in these ten topics, you will be freed from the delusions of unwholesome views that should be
abandoned, such as banishing the ten types of self-oriented views and so forth, and you will increase the wisdom of things as they are and of all that exists.
There are five aggregates: the aggregate of forms, the aggregate of sensations, the aggregate of perceptions, the aggregates of formations, and the aggregate of consciousnesses.

All possible forms, in whichever of the three times, in a near or distant place, or of a good or bad type, are, when grouped together, defined as the aggregate of forms. It should here be understood that the same applies to [the aggregates of] sensations, [perceptions] and so forth. Thus, aggregate is so called because of being an aggregation of many parts.

The Aggregate of Forms

The aggregate of what is defined as [physical] forms can be subdivided into the four causal forms and the eleven resultant forms.

Causal [forms] are the four primary elements. The earth element is solidity and its function is to support. The water element is fluidity and cohesion. The fire element is heat and ripening. The wind element is motion and expansion.
The eleven resultant forms are the five sense faculties and the five sense objects, together totaling ten. According to the Abhidharma Kosha the eleventh type is imperceptible forms. According to the Abhidharma Samucchaya the eleventh type is the forms that are mental objects.

These form aggregates are defined as having form by means of contact or inference. The first case refers to the fact they can be touched by a hand, a stick, the wind or by other things. The second case [of inference] implies a certain form can be clearly perceived as being such-and-such by either the composed [meditative] frame of mind, or by the conceptual frame of mind not composed in meditation.

The five sense faculties are the eye faculty and likewise the ear, nose, tongue, and body faculties. The five faculties are the particular ruling factors for their respective cognitions. They are inner subtle forms [based on the physical sense organ].

The [shape of the] eye faculty is similar to [the round and blue shape of] the umaka [sesame/cumin] flower; the ear faculty is similar to [the shape of] a twisted roll of birch bark; the nose faculty is similar to [the shape of] parallel copper needles; the tongue faculty is similar to [the shape of] a crescent moon disc; and the body faculty is [all-covering] similar to the skin of the smooth-to-the-touch bird.

The five sense objects are visible forms, sounds, odors, tastes, and textures.

Visible forms are the sense objects of the eye. They can be divided into two types: color-forms and shape-forms.

Concerning the first [color-form], the four primary colors are blue, yellow, white, and red. The secondary colors are cloudy and smoky, dusty and misty, sunny and shady, light and dark.
Spatial [form] is a visible form, for example, pure, clear space, free from something tangible that impedes other things. Reflections and so forth belong to this type.

Perceptible [forms] such as the act of prostrating and the uniformly colored blue sky are also said to be included under visible forms.

Many different secondary colors come about by mixing the primary colors.

Shape-forms are, in general, said to be long or short, square or round, concave or convex, fine or gross, even or uneven. There are many subdivisions such as triangular, crescent-shaped, oblong, and so forth.

These shapes and colors can be classed as attractive, repulsive, or neutral.

Sounds are the sense objects of the ear. There are different kinds: sounds that originate from conscious elemental causes such as the voice of a sentient being or a finger snap; sounds that originate from unconscious elemental causes such as the sounds of a river, the wind and so forth; sounds that originate from both [conscious and unconscious elements] such as a drum beat; animate sounds that express meaning; and inanimate sounds that don't express meaning. Sounds that express meaning can be either spoken by a mundane person or by a noble person.

Sounds can also be divided into pleasant, unpleasant and neutral.

Odors are the sense objects of the nose. There are odors that are fragrant, non-fragrant, or neutral, and those that are natural or manufactured.

Tastes are the sense objects of the tongue. There are six kinds: sweet, sour, salty, bitter, pungent, and astringent. Many subsidiary types come about from mixing them. Tastes also have the divisions of being pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral, as well as being natural or manufactured.
Textures are the sense objects of the body. There are the textures of the four causal forms and the seven resultant ones, which are smoothness, roughness, heaviness, lightness, and [the inner physical sensations of] hunger, thirst and cold. There are also the textures of being supple, yielding or rigid, and [the inner physical sensations of feeling] sated, ill, aged, dying, rested, and bold. Bold means feeling fearless, not shying away due to [one’s own] bodily strength.

As indicated by these, please understand that there are numerous ways of experiencing external and internal bodily textures.

There are five types of forms that are mental objects:

1) Deduced forms are the forms of the smallest particles, which, although physical, can only be known mentally.

2) Spatial forms or clear forms are forms that cannot impede other things, as explained above.

3) Forms resulting from a taken promise are imperceptible forms.

4) Imagined forms are such things as a [mental] image or dreamt forms.

5) Mastered forms are forms appearing through the power of mastery in meditation, such as the totality of blue.

Mastered forms, it is taught, appear solely due to the power of mind and are not a conglomeration of particles. Their substance is therefore not the elements but is said to be substance in the sense of a physical form different from them [from the four elements].

How can something imperceptible be a physical form? Imperceptible form is defined as physical form because of these [three] reasons.

1. Imperceptible form is an action of body or speech after having obtained a [virtuous] vow, a unvirtuous vow, or a vow with limited time span. It does, however, not consist of cognition because
it is continuously present even at times of distraction or the absence of cognizance.

2. Imperceptible form first arises from elements embraced by one's stream-of-being. Based on these embraced elements, it continues until its support degenerates or a cause for abandoning it occurs.

3. Imperceptible form is a certain kind of physical or verbal action. Its identity is determined as being either virtuous or unvirtuous.

For instance, the substance of the act of prostrating out of faith, chanting a sutra, beating others or speaking harshly out of anger, is nothing other than the material body and speech. It is, nevertheless, a particular physical movement or verbal expression and should therefore be defined as a [karmic] action.

By means of such an action, the gathering of physical or verbal particles activated by oneself is made perceptible to others. How is that? When seeing a number of pebbles arranged in the shape of a horse, for instance, one sees all the pebbles and there is indeed nothing else to see other than them. Yet, by means of seeing the pebbles one also understands the shape in which the pebbles are arranged.

[1,20] Imperceptible forms are also a particular feature of physical or verbal actions. Though similar to perceptible forms, through them alone it is not perceptible to others that the physical or verbal aspects [of an action] activated by oneself are one's own substance. For instance, a particular vow taken by a person is not [readily] perceived merely by seeing his body. [These kind of forms] are therefore called imperceptible forms, undemonstrable forms, or unobstructing forms.

[1,21] Because of being a conglomeration of particles, the ten faculties and objects are composites made of the ultimately smallest form, that is to say, gatherings of the most subtle and partless atoms.
[1.22] Seven most subtle atoms [joined together] are called one particle. Multiplying it by seven results in a measure called the iron particle. [Seven iron particles are one] water [particle, and so on upwards to] the rabbit [particle], the sheep [particle], the cow [particle], the sunbeam [particle], the [size of a] louse egg, a louse, a barley grain, and a finger width. Twenty-four finger widths are one cubit. Four cubits are one fathom. Five hundred fathoms are one mile, and eight miles are one league. The size of Mount Sumeru and the continents is measured in leagues.

[1.23] In the Desire Realms the eight types of particles consisting of the four [primary] elements and [the four properties] of form, odor, taste, and textures are always present. The particles of the sense faculties and of sound are not counted [because they are not always present]. When a sound is present, then the presence of the sound particle makes nine. If the body is present, then the presence of the particle of its [faculty] makes ten [particles]. If any of the other faculties are present, then there are eleven different types of particles due to that [faculty] being coexistent with the body faculty.

SENSATIONS

[1.24] Sensations are defined as impressions.

[1.25] The aggregate of sensations can be divided into three: pleasant, painful, and neutral. Alternately, there are five: pleasure and mental pleasure, pain and mental pain, and neutral sensation.

[1.26] In terms of the support, there are the six sensations resulting from contact, involving the meeting of [sense object, faculty and consciousness of] either eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, or mind. When divided [dividing those six in terms of pleasure, pain, and indifference], there are eighteen types of sensation accompanying a cognitive act.
Moreover, there are various types such as physical sensations concurrent with the cognitions of the five sense doors; mental sensations concurrent with mental cognitions; turbulent sensations concurrent with physical craving; sensations free from turbulence which are not concurrent with craving; sensations that support clinging and are concurrent with craving for the five sense pleasures; and sensations that support deliverance and are free from clinging.

**PERCEPTION**

Perceptions consist of the grasping of distinguishing features.

In terms of support, they can be divided into six types: perceptions resulting from contact, the meeting of the eye and so forth, up until the mind.

Furthermore, there are the perceiving distinguishing features in regard to sense objects, such as perceiving an appearance as being blue, yellow and so forth; and perceiving distinguishing features in regard to names, such as perceiving man, woman and so forth as being such.

There are as many subdivisions as there are knowable things. Moreover, perceptions can be divided into these six types:

1) Perceptions with characteristics are all the perceptions except for A) the perception of someone unskilled in conventional names, which means being unable, even when seeing a form, to name it because of not having learned its name; B) the perception of space without characteristics; and C) the perception of serenity at the summit of existence.

2) Perceptions without characteristics involve these [three] exceptions.

3) Lesser perceptions are perceptions that cause something to be perceived in the Desire Realms.
4) Vast perceptions cause something to be perceived in the Form Realms.

5) Immeasurable perceptions cause [the spheres of] infinite space and of infinite consciousness to be perceived.

6) The perception of nothing whatsoever causes the sphere of nothing whatsoever to be perceived.

FORMATIONS

[1,31] The aggregate of formations is defined as the act of thoroughly creating. It is defined as all conditioned things other than the four aggregates [of form, sensation, perception and consciousness].

[1,32] This aggregate includes the formations concurrent with mind [a cognitive act] such as the [fifty-one] mental states, and the formations that are not concurrent with a cognitive act, the so-called nonconcurrent formations such as acquisition and so forth.

[1,33] There are fifty-one mental states, or fifty-five when the [five] views are counted individually:

[1,34] The five ever-present mental states are attraction, sensation, perception, attention, and contact. Among these, sensation and perception have been explained above. Although they are mental states, they are not included within the aggregate of formation because they have been taught separately.

[1,35] Attraction describes the process of mind [attention] moving towards and becoming involved with an object. In terms of support, there are six such as attraction upon the meeting of the eye [i.e. between object, sense faculty and consciousness], and so forth.

[1,36] Attention describes the process of the mind fixating upon the object concerned.

[1,37] Contact is the meeting together of the three [object, sense faculty and consciousness] and the cognition of the faculty's [particular] event. It supports sensation.
Since these five accompany all cognitive acts, they are called ever-present.

The five object-determining [mental states] are intention, interest, recollection, concentration, and discrimination.

Intention is to try to possess a desired object. It supports application of exertion.

Interest means holding on to the certain form of a determined object. Its function is to not lose the object.

Recollection means not forgetting a known object. Its function is to inhibit distraction.

Concentration means to have one-pointed mind with regard to the examined object. Its function is to support [right] cognition.

Discrimination means fully discerning the examined object. Its function is to cast away uncertainty.

The above ten [mental states] are called the ten general mind bases.

The eleven virtuous mental states:

Faith is admiration of, longing towards, and trust in that which is true. It supports determination.

Conscientiousness is the earnest application of care concerning what should be adopted and what should be abandoned. Its function is to accomplish the excellence of existence and quiescence [samsara and nirvana].

Pliancy is the ability to apply body and mind to virtue. Its function is to overcome negative tendencies.

Equanimity is the mind resting naturally, free from attachment, anger and delusion. Its function is to avoid giving occasion for the disturbing emotions [to occur in one’s stream-of-being].

Conscience means shunning misdeeds either because of oneself or the Dharma. Its function is to support one in refraining from negative actions.
Shame has the function of causing one to shun misdeeds, either because of being reproached by other [noble] people or by the world.

Non-attachment is the absence of desire towards [samsaric] existence or worldly things. It makes one not engage in negative actions.

Non-aggression is the absence of a hostile attitude towards a sentient being or an object that causes pain. It makes one not become involved in negative actions.

Non-delusion means being without delusion concerning what is true due to discrimination. It makes one not engage in evil deeds.

Non-violence is a compassionate attitude belonging to non-aggression. Its function is to avoid causing harm to others.

Diligence is the attitude of gladly engaging in what is virtuous. It makes one fully accomplish what is virtuous.

Within the non-virtuous mental states there are six root disturbing emotions and twenty subsidiary disturbing emotions.

First, the six root disturbing emotions:

Ignorance means not knowing the [law of] actions and their effects, the [four] truths, and the [virtues of the] Precious Ones. It causes all affliction to occur.

Attachment is to be attached to the defiling aggregates of the three realms. It produces the pain of [samsaric] existence. It is taught that there are two [types of attachment]; the attachment of a person in the Desire Realms, called attachment of desire, and the attachment of the two Upper Realms, called attachment of existence.

Anger is the hostile attitude towards a sentient being, a painful object, or pain [itself]. It makes one not abide in peace and creates the basis for negative action.
Arrogance is the conceited attitude of superiority based on the belief in the [transitory] collection. It creates the basis for disrespecting others and for the occurrence of suffering. It can be divided into seven types.⁹

Doubt means to be of two minds about the meaning of the [four] truths. Its function is to make one not engage in what is virtuous.

Belief is the view of all kinds of disturbed discrimination. It forms the support for all unwholesome beliefs.

These were the six root disturbing emotions.

When belief is subdivided, there are five types:

The belief in the transitory collection is the belief in an “I” and a “my” within the five perpetuating aggregates. It forms the basis for the other [unwholesome] beliefs.

The belief of holding extremes means regarding the self or the five aggregates to be permanent or discontinuous. Its function is to hinder emancipation by means of the Middle Path.

Perverted belief means regarding an existing fact as being nonexistent: for instance, to disregard the cause and effect of actions. Its function is to cut the virtuous roots.

Holding a belief to be paramount means regarding the above three unwholesome beliefs as well as the basis for these beliefs, the five perpetuating aggregates, as being paramount and sacred. It causes complete clinging to an unwholesome belief.

Holding a discipline or ritual to be paramount is to believe that a non-purifying or non-liberating discipline or ritual as well as its basis, the five aggregates, is purifying, liberating or capable of causing emancipation. Its function is to cause pointless hardship.

These two types of holding to be paramount illustrate all unwholesome beliefs of erroneously viewing the way things are, as
well as all kinds of clinging to an unwholesome path which is not a means to emancipation.

These five beliefs are disturbed discrimination.

[1,73] Among these ten [root] disturbing emotions, the beliefs and the five non-beliefs, four are imputations: the two types of holding to be paramount, perverted belief, and doubt. The remaining six can be both innate and imputed.

[1,74] The twenty subsidiary disturbing emotions:

[1,75] Fury is the increase of anger. It causes one to prepare to harm others, such as by hitting them.

[1,76] Resentment belongs to the category of anger. It causes one to cling to an intention to cause harm, and to refrain from forgiving.

[1,77] Spite causes one to be unforgiving and utter harsh words out of fury or resentment.

[1,78] Hostility belongs to the category of anger. Its function is to be uncompassionate and cause harm.

[1,79] Envy belongs to the category of anger. It is a mental state that is deeply disturbed by the desire to obtain honor and gain for oneself, and by the inability to bear the excellence of others. It forms the support for unhappiness, for the mind's inability to rest in naturalness, and for negative actions.

[1,80] Hypocrisy is the deceitful attitude which perpetuates negativity, concealing one's own faults because of the desire for such things as honor and gain. It belongs to the categories of attachment, anger and delusion and obstructs obtaining true instructions.

[1,81] Pretense is to deceive others through what is untrue, pretending to possess virtuous qualities which one is not endowed with for the sake of such things as honor and gain. It belongs to the category of delusion and attachment, and forms the support for disturbing emotions and subsidiary disturbing emotions, as well as for leading a perverted life.
Lack of conscience means not shunning evil deeds on account of oneself. It belongs to the category of the three poisons and assists the disturbing emotions and subsidiary disturbing emotions.

Shamelessness means to personally engage in what is unvirtuous without inhibition on account of others. It belongs to the categories of the three poisons and helps all the disturbing emotions.

Concealment belongs to the categories of delusion and attachment. It means not to engage in what has been fully warned about and to desire to cover up for one's faults. It forms the support for not feeling regret.

Stinginess is to hold tightly onto possessed objects such as utensils and so forth because of attachment. It causes the inability to part with one's possessions.

Self-infatuation is to have excessive pride and vanity due to fascination with or attachment towards any kind of conditioned prosperity possessed by oneself, such as good health or youthfulness. It forms the support for the disturbing emotions and subsidiary disturbing emotions.

Lack of faith belongs in the category of delusion. It is to not be interested in what is true and virtuous. It forms the support for laziness.

Laziness is to cling to unwholesome activities such as lying down, resting, or stretching out, and to procrastinate, without taking delight in and engaging in what is virtuous. It is the opponent of diligence.

Heedlessness is not to apply oneself earnestly and carefully to adopting virtue and abandoning evil deeds, and is due to the three poisons along with laziness. It is the opponent of conscientiousness, and its function is to increase nonvirtue and to diminish virtue.
[1.90] Forgetfulness is to be unclear and forget a virtuous objective. It is the erroneous mindfulness which accompanies a disturbing emotion, and is the opponent of being mindful. It forms the support for distraction of mind.

[1.91] Non-alertness [inattention] is the distracted discrimination accompanying a disturbing emotion. It results in hasty and mindless engagement in the actions of the three doors without alertness, and so forms the support for downfalls to occur.

[1.92] Lethargy belongs to the category of delusion. It means to be withdrawn, mentally incapable, and unable to focus on an object because of heaviness of body and mind. It forms the support for the disturbing emotions.

[1.93] Excitement is the fascination with an attractive object and belongs to the category of desire. It is a mental incapacity due to the mind moving towards an object, and it causes restlessness. It is a hindrance to calm abiding.

[1.94] Distraction belongs to the categories of the three poisons. It is the mental motion or wandering towards an object which causes the inability to remain one-pointedly on a virtuous objective. It can be defined as distraction towards the outer, the inner, and towards status.

[1.95] These twenty belong to the categories of the root disturbing emotions; because of being associated with them, they are called subsidiary disturbing emotions.

[1.96] The four variables:

[1.97] Sleep causes the consciousnesses of the five sense doors to be withdrawn inwardly without any discrimination as to what is virtuous or unvirtuous, appropriate or inappropriate, or timely or untimely. It belongs to the category of delusion and forms the support for losing activities.

[1.98] Regret involves sadness because of mental displeasure with a former action. It obstructs resting the mind.
Conception is a mental expression created by the mind's investigation of an observed object by means of apprehension and discrimination. It is merely grasping a rough meaning and it has a coarse form, just like perceiving a distant form without distinguishing whether it is a clay bowl or a vase.

Discernment is the action of the mind examining and taking hold of an object, and is capable of distinguishing the attributes of an object by means of apprehension and discrimination. It has a fine form, like distinguishing whether the vase is new or not.

Since these can be changed into any kind of virtuous, negative or neutral form by the different attitudes or intents, they are called the four variables.

With these mental states are mainly stated the distinctions of the general mind bases and the virtuous and negative mental states. It should be understood, however, that there are a tremendous number of different kinds, such as sadness and elation, difficulty and ease, patience and impatience, and so forth, which result from the different kinds of grasping patterns of apprehension, perception and so on.

All of these are formations concurrent with mind.

Although it is not a formation like a mental state, a dharma which must belong to the category of formation and is not suitable for inclusion within either matter or mind is called a formation not concurrent with mind.

It should thus be understood that all conditioned things are included within matter, mind and the nonconcurrent [formations]. Matter is what is made of particles. Mind is what is conscious and cognizant. Nonconcurrent formations are all the conditioned things which are neither of these.

What is a nonconcurrent formation? [For example,] if a quality or attribute in one's being, whether virtuous, unvirtuous or neutral, is obtained anew without being there formerly, this
possession being [now] continuously present is called acquisition. So, that which is an attribute belonging to one’s being and which also is a conditioned thing is called a nonconcurrent formation.

In the same way, something such as a virtue which is diminished or degenerated from being an acquisition in one’s being is called a dispossession.

For those born in one of the different classes of sentient beings, the quality of belonging to the same kind of species is called same status or similar class.

Perceptionless serenity is that which, being free from attachment to the abode of Full Beauty but not free from the attachment of the realms above, is not a steady continuance of mind and mental states. It is the temporary bringing to cessation of all the six kinds of engaged cognitions. Such a period where mind and mental states are blocked is a new acquisition through the power of serenity which was not formerly present. Since it will again cease when emerging from that serenity, it has an arising and a ceasing, yet it is a quality which is neither mind nor matter and is therefore defined as a nonconcurrent formation.

In this way, having been impelled by this serenity, one is born among the perceptionless gods. That is called [a state of] nonperception.

The serenity of cessation is, preceded by the perception of nonself and calm abiding, to move upward from the state of mind of the summit of existence. Therefore it involves the blocking of all inconstant mental states and, among the constant ones, all that consists of disturbed mental cognition.

When defining these three as being nonconcurrent formations it should be understood that they have the power to endure as long as mind and mental states have ceased.
The ongoing all-ground is not blocked by the [state of] non-perception and the two types of serenity, and because of this, a cognitive act is again liable to occur.

The life faculty is what is called life span for a similar class of sentient beings: the particular length of time they can remain through the power of former karma.

Birth is the present occurrence of all formations which did not occur previously.

Subsistence is the remaining of that continuity.

Aging is the change of that continuity into something else.

Impermanence is the destruction of that continuity.

These four are called the four characteristics that indicate a conditioned thing.

The category of names consists of the indications that simply express the identity of an object such as ‘pillar’ or ‘vase’.

The category of words are the names that show the identity of an object joined with its particularities.

The category of letters are the syllables such as ‘A’ which are the basis for composing both names and words.

When these three are combined by a voice, mere sounds and their particularities can be mentally labeled and thus have the capacity to state or express things. They belong to the dharmas of formations.

This number [of fourteen nonconcurrent formations] is what is mentioned in the Abhidhama Kosha.

According to the Abhidhama Samucchaya, there are in addition to the above fourteen [nonconcurrent formations] also:

Ordinary person is the [state of] not having acquired the qualities of a noble being. It is a particular type of person, a labeling on the possession of mind and matter.
Regular sequence is the uninterrupted continuance of cause and effect.
Definitive distinctiveness is the difference between causes and effects.
Connected link is the relatedness between cause and effect.
Speed is the rapid occurrence of cause and effect.
Sequence is the gradual occurrence of individual causes and effects.
Time is the duration of occurrence of a continuity of a cause and effect.
Location is the name of the ten directions from the existence of cause and effect in any of them.
Number is the system of enumerating all the individual and different formations.
Gathering is the time when the conditions for cause and effect have come together.

As shown by these twenty-four [nonconcurrent formations], dharmas labeled at the occasion of mind and matter should be grouped under conditioned things, and it should be understood that there are many that belong to neither mind nor matter.

The Aggregate of Consciousness

The aggregate of consciousness is that which individually cognizes the object-identity of all phenomena.

This aggregate can be divided into the six collections from visual cognition to mental cognition. They are [the six] from the cognition of form by a cognitive act that has occurred by means of the ruling condition of the eye faculty up until the cognition of its own special object, the element of mental objects as well as the other objects, by a cognitive act that has occurred by means of the ruling condition of the mind faculty.
In the sutras and treatises of Mind Only it is held that there are eight collections [of cognitions]:

The disturbed mental cognition is the aspect of the mind consciousness which is constantly conceited [with the idea "I am"] and which inwardly uses as reference the all-ground consciousness. It is the [aspect of] mind concurrent with the four disturbing emotions of belief in a self, the arrogance of thinking "I am," attachment to a self, and ignorance. Apart from the actualization of the path of noble beings, the serenity of cessation, and the state of no-learning, it accompanies all cognitive acts whether they be virtuous, unvirtuous or neutral.

The all-ground consciousness is the holder of all the seeds implanted by the aggregates, elements, and sources. It is the basis for cognitive acts and, without bias, it is merely cognizant and conscious.

Due to the fact of being merely the seed for environment, sense objects, and a body to appear, it is also called all-ground and perpetuating consciousness. Since whatever is experienced as environment, sense objects and a body is merely the all-ground consciousness appearing as that, just like a dream experience, it is also called all-ground of maturation or the all-ground consciousness of maturation.

One viewpoint maintains that cognitive act, mental faculty [mind] and consciousness are merely synonyms for the same meaning. Yet, it is held that cognitive act is the term for the all-ground consciousness, mental faculty for the disturbed mental cognition, and consciousness for the six collections.

In this way, all phenomena which are conditioned things are included within these five aggregates. They are the basis from which many systems come about, such as time and so forth. The five aggregates are therefore called the basis for discourse and
time, the basis for renunciation and the basis for the causes. They are also called the world, the ground of beliefs, and existence.

[1,142] By means of intention and desire the [five aggregates] are perpetuating causes. So, these aggregates that perpetuate defilements are also named basis for strife, suffering, and origin [of suffering].

[1,143] This was the chapter on the presentation of the aggregates.
2

THE ELEMENTS
Dhatu

[2,1] There are ten elements taken from the aggregate of forms. What are they? 1)-10) They are the five [elements of the sense faculties] from the eye element to the body element and the five [elements of the sense objects] from the element of visible form to the element of textures, thus totaling ten.\(^\text{10}\)

[2,2] There are seven elements from the [aggregate of] consciousness: 11)-17) the six from the eye consciousness element to the mind consciousness element, and the mind element, thus totaling seven.

[2,3] The mind element is the mental faculty which is what immediately follows the cessation of [any of] the six [collections of] cognitions. It is the faculty which produces a mental cognition.

[2,4] 18) The element of mental objects are the three aggregates of sensations, perceptions and formations in addition to imperceptible forms and all unconditioned things.

[2,5] Concerning unconditioned things, the three explained in the *Abhidharma Kosha* are cessation due to discrimination, cessation not due to discrimination, and space. In this way there are seven elements of mental objects.

Alternately, the adherents of the Mind Only School hold that there are four [unconditioned things] by adding suchness.
According to the Abhidharma Sammucchaya it is held that there are:

a) The three [unconditioned things] of the suchness of virtue, [the suchness] of nonvirtue, and [the suchness] of the neutral.

b) The two [unconditioned things] of the occasion of blocked cognition at the time of the serenity of non-perception and of [the serenity of] cessation. Adding these together with the above three, it is held that there are eight unconditioned things.

[2,6] Cessation due to discrimination is the unconditioned quality of being permanently free from what should be relinquished, such as the disturbing emotions, by means of the power of the path, such as discriminating knowledge.

[2,7] Cessation not due to discrimination is not a blocking by means of discrimination. Because of insufficient causes and conditions, it is a nonexistence of something at a certain place, as, for example, horns on the head of a horse. As in the instance of the absence of a vase at a certain location, all kinds of nonexistence are included within this.

[2,8] Space is not capable of being a physical form. It accommodates all activities and it does not obstruct.

[2,9] Suchness of all phenomena such as virtue and so forth is dharmadhatu, the realm of phenomena.

[2,10] The serenity of non-perception is non-transference.

[2,11] The serenity of cessation is the cessation of both perceptions and sensations.

[2,12] The five types of forms that are mental objects, the three aggregates of sensations, perceptions, and formations, and the eight unconditioned things, totaling sixteen, are called elements of mental objects.

[2,13] The three times six elements — from the eye element, [visible] form element, and eye consciousness element to the mind con-
sciousness element — altogether total eighteen. Among these, the six [elements] from eye to mind have the function of being causes, potentials, or seeds for apprehending an object. Likewise, the six [elements] from [visible] form to mental object have the function of being [causes, potentials or seeds for] the apprehended [object]. And the six [elements] from eye consciousness to mind consciousness have the function of being causes, potentials, or seeds for actual apprehension of an object. Thus element [dhatu] means being a cause, a potential, or a seed.

Furthermore, the six elements of a person are taught to be the six elements of earth, water, fire, wind, space, and consciousness. These are the four elements of the body and the vacuity of the inner vessels as the space element in addition to the consciousness element.

As indicated by these [six elements], other divisions with the name elements are also essentially all included within the [above] eighteen elements.

Among the presentation of eighteen elements, the ones that belong to the category of [elements] having physical form are the ten elements of the five sense faculties and the five sense objects, as well as the one subcategory of the element of mental objects [which is imperceptible forms]. The remaining ones are all without physical form.

The [element] that can be demonstrated in the visual field is only the element of [visual] form. The remaining ones cannot be demonstrated.

The mutually obstructive [elements] are the ten having physical form: the five sense faculties and the five sense objects. The remaining ones are not obstructible.

The undefiling [elements] are the [three] last elements: the mind element, the mind consciousness element, and the mental states of the element of mental objects belonging to the true
paths, in addition to the unconditioned things. The other elements not belonging to these categories are defiling because they are the direct cause for the disturbing emotions to arise.

In the Desire Realms, all the [eighteen] elements are present. In the Form Realms there are fourteen [elements], excluding the elements of odor and taste and of the nose and tongue consciousnesses. In the Formless Realms there are the [defiling] aspects of the last three elements.¹¹

The seven mental elements, visible form and sound, and the elements of mental objects, altogether totaling ten, have the three aspects of being virtuous, unvirtuous, or neutral. All the remaining elements are neutral.

Outer elements are the six elements of visible form, sound, odor, taste, texture, and mental object. The remaining twelve are inner elements.

The [elements] with focus are the seven mental elements and the part of the element of mental objects which consists of all the mental states. All the remaining ones are without focus.

The [elements] with concepts are the subcategory of the mental faculty and the mind consciousness as well as the one aspect of the element of mental objects which is the subcategory of mental states.

The nine elements embraced by personal sensation are the five sense faculties and inner form, odor, taste, and textures.

One part of the element of mental objects, the unconditioned things, is permanent. All the others are conditioned things and impermanent.

The five sense faculties, the consciousnesses [cognitions], and the mental states are what apprehends, whereas all the others are what is apprehended.
The elements that have both conception and discernment are the five consciousness elements. The elements of the mental faculty and of the mind consciousness as well as all the mental states have three modes: with both conception and discernment, without either, and without conception but with discernment. All the remaining ones have neither conception nor discernment.

The ten elements with physical form are agglomerations of particles. The remaining ones are not agglomerations.

It is only the four elements of form, odor, taste, and texture that can be something that cuts or is cut. The same applies to being burned or weighed.

The ten elements with form and the five beginning with the eye consciousness are to be discarded by the path of cultivation. The three last elements have both aspects of disturbing emotions to be discarded and the undefiling truth of the path not to be discarded by the paths of seeing and cultivation. Thus there are these three modes.

When defining the differences of the following three occurrences, the five inner faculties belong to ripening and development. The elements produced from causal resemblance of their own type and from ripening are the seven mental elements, and the one part of the element of mental objects which is the mental states. The above mentioned eight elements that are not obstructive belong to this subcategory.

Since sound is discontinuous, it is not produced from karmic ripening. But, the causes for creating pleasant and unpleasant tones, such as the shape of the throat, are produced from ripening. The remaining ones that are present when the faculties have come together can belong to the three occurrences from causal resemblance, development, or ripening. All the outer elements occur only from causal resemblance.
As for development, the four causes for bodily development are 1) food, 2) wholesome activities such as massage, rolling, rubbing etc., 3) sleep, and 4) samadhi.

The sense faculties may function as the actual support for their respective consciousnesses: for instance, the occasion of the eye faculty being awake and conceiving a form. This is called faculty with support. On occasion they do not act as supports, as, for example, when the eye faculty has fallen asleep. This is called [faculty] resemblance.

The body of the Upper Realms is not a support for the eye of the lower ones because it has the superior eye belonging to its own level. The eye faculty of the realms below does not see the forms of the levels above because they are more subtle. It is in the same way with the ear.

A person in the Desire Realms, through the power of meditation, may obtain the divine eye or ear, which consist of subtle faculties made of elements comprised of [the stability in] dhyana that will occur accompanying one’s eyes or ears. These faculties are always have a supporting [sense organ] and are without imperfections such as blindness or deafness. The person also sees and hears distant and subtle forms, even those that are covered or obstructed.

Moreover, the faculties of the first dhyana perceive the field of experience of their own domain and that of the Desire Realms. It is in the same way with the following [dhyanas].

Since, for instance, arhats possess the divine eye, they perceive the secondary thousandfold [universe]. The rhinoceros-like pratyekabuddhas perceive the third thousandfold [universe], and the buddhas perceive countless [universes]. It is taught that this kind of divine eye is not obtained through the power of having practiced the dhyanas within a single lifetime, but occurs from
birth and is produced from the ripening of past practice. This divine eye does not perceive the intermediate existence.

[2.38] In this way, it should be understood that there are various kinds of ways in which the faculties and cognitions of the higher and lower realms occur.

[2.39] That was the chapter on the elements.
3
THE SENSE SOURCES
AYATANA

[3.1] The eye element and the eye source have the same nature, and are thus merely different systems in different contexts. It is likewise with the sources of each of the ten elements with physical form. The element of mental objects is the mental object source. The seven consciousness elements are included within the mind source. Thus in total there are twelve, from the eye source and [visible] form source to the mind source and mental object source.

[3.2] The inner six [sources] from eye to mind are what apprehend, and the outer six from form to mental object are what is apprehended. They are called sources because they are the medium for a cognition to occur and unfold by means of apprehender and apprehended.

[3.3] Although all conditioned things are included within the five aggregates, the unconditioned things are not included. Since the elements are included within the sources, all objects of knowledge can be included within the categories of these two.

[3.4] As the presentation of elements has been dealt with above, understand that the sources are similarly arranged.

[3.5] At this point I will present some of lists of conventions by further explaining the mind source and the mental object source.
Mind cognizes the object of the eye and as well as of the other faculties, which are visible form and the other [sense-objects]. Because it perceives in the manner of engagement [in] and disen­gagement [from sense-objects] together with the cognitions of [each of] the five sense faculties, it is the perceiver-subject of all knowable things.

Moreover, mind consists of a single continuity of cognitive acts within and is individually self-knowing. Mental cognition without concepts therefore has as object the five sense consciousnesses as well as mind itself. Hence mind is the perceiver-subject of all phenomena. Mind with concepts is therefore able to name all outer and inner phenomena, through which it becomes undeluded concerning these objects of knowledge.

For this reason, mind is the perceiver-subject of all phenomena. It is also that which makes known the identity of all phenomena, and that which makes the engagement in and the disengagement from [an object or an act]. When the [primary] mind is virtuous, the other cognitions [or consciousnesses] will also be virtuous. Through the power of the activities of this [primary] mind, the other consciousnesses will engage in or disengage from their objects. Mind is therefore the chief factor.

This is stated by the Bhagavan [Shakyamuni] in a sutra:

Mind goes before phenomena, mind is swift, mind is the chief.

For this reason, all cognitive acts are included within mind and all objects of knowledge within phenomena.

Concerning cognition [blo], the cognitions of the five sense doors are always nonconceptual, while mental cognition has the two modes of being conceptual and nonconceptual.

The object of nonconceptual [mental] cognition is not associated with place, time, and kind. It is never liable to be associated with the sound of its name as the individual characteristic of [the object at] its specific moment.
The object of conceptual [mental] cognition is the appearance in the mental field of a mere general object-image or of its attributes, such as a round vase for instance. This [object-image] is [always] liable to be associated with the sound of its name, so it is called object-image or sound-object.

Someone accustomed to a name associates [the mental image] with the sound [of its name] and apprehends it. Through the manner of associating place, time, and kind, such a person creates all kinds of categories of phenomena, such as 'vase', for instance.

There are names of categories, such as knowables and its subdivisions: [concrete, functional] things and [inconcrete, non-functional] non-things. [Functional] things have three subdivisions: matter, mind, and nonconcurrent formations. Each of these [three] are included within the [category] above.

Knowables and things are generalities of matter and so forth. Matter and so forth are instances of the [ones above].

There are [phenomena with individual characteristics] which have substantial existence without relying on imputation, such as [the color] blue, and [phenomena] which exist merely by imputation, such as a generality.

A nonconceptual cognition perceives a substantial thing by means of an appearance. A conceptual [cognition perceives] through excluding other things which are not that [object]. So it is a perception through exclusion of all imputations by means of other-exclusion or elimination, or through being opposed to other things. Because of such [exclusion], imputations are called oppositions [isolates].

Other-exclusion has two types. The aspect of the specifically defined object present as the identity which is different from other things is called the other-exclusion of the specifically defined object. Apprehension in accordance with that other-exclusion is called mental other-exclusion.
By the power of this other-exclusion or elimination, other things which are not a vase are eliminated and the vase itself is exclusively established [selected].

There are numerous categories of distinguishing qualities of oppositions such as "made" from the aspect of the vase itself being opposite of "unmade", and "impermanent" from its being opposite of "permanent."

The subject, cognition [blo], has four types: lack of understanding, misunderstanding, doubting, and correct understanding.

Lack of understanding is of two kinds: direct perception without ascertainment, and assumption not supported by valid inference. These two are defined as [lack of understanding] because they are unable to bring certainty to a mental cognition.

Misunderstanding is to apprehend incorrectly. Doubting is to be of two minds, to be indecisive. Correct understanding has two types of cause: valid direct perception and valid inference. Their effect is decisiveness, certain knowledge.

Objects are of the following types:

1) An apparent object is an object of nonconceptual cognition, such as a visible form.

2) A taken [determined] object is the conceptual cognition taking hold of the object-image as being an object.

3) In the case of both of these, the term "engaged object" means the object engaged in and disengaged from by a person.

4) The aspect of being an object apprehended by a [conceptual] cognition is called the apprehended object.

These were the presentations of subject and object.

For the presentations of opposed and related things, there are, [first], two types of opposition.
1) Non-coexistent opposition means that continuity and function do not accompany each other. It has two kinds: mental opposition, such as holding [the notion of] a self and of no self, and factual opposition, such as hot and cold sensations.

2) Mutually exclusive opposition has two kinds: direct opposition, as, for instance, being permanent and impermanent; and indirect opposition, such as being permanent and made.

[3,27] There are two types of relationship. The [first] is same entity relationship, as, for instance, made and impermanent, which although they have different opposites, don’t have a different nature in regard to the qualities of a pot, for example. [Secondly] there is resultant relationship, such as fire and smoke.

[3,28] There is, moreover, the triple system of definition, the defined, and the basis for defining. When defining a vase, the definition is a spherical central portion, which is the attribute for labeling it vase. The defined is the name of the vase. And the basis for defining is the basis for establishing the above two, on which is retained the specific attribute of what is characterized: the spherical hollow form [made] of gold.

[3,29] There is also the system, as in the instance of a vase, of the basis of specifics possessing the attributes. These include the so-called specific attributes, all the existing attributes such as snout, belly, petals, being made, and being impermanent.

[3,30] There is, furthermore, the system of the described [meaning] and the describing [word].

[3,31] All names are associates with their objects by mingling the examined, the external object, with its object-image, the perception appearing to the mind, as one single label. When examining this, the object-image directly described by means of the sound of its name is, by apprehending it, the actual described object, and the sound-image directly describing it, is, by apprehending it, the actual describing sound. However, the conceptual mind appre-
hends the combined sound and sound-image as the description, and, apprehends the combined object and object-image as being the described [object]. Described objects are then understood from the describing words.

[3,32] By means of such similar systems of names, one becomes unmistaken about the meaning of knowable objects.

[3,33] Names are defined as known, described or enacted in terms of mind, speech, and body.

[3,34] In terms of the cause for making names, to make a name from the direct perception by means of a sense consciousness is called names made of things seen.

[3,35] Similarly, there are names made of things heard about through trustworthy words, names made of things discerned by examining with one's own mind, and names made of things by means of experiencing through self-knowing. Thus there are four ways [of making names].

[3,36] Moreover, there are the names of the ways of establishing: the four aspects of refuting and establishing, establishing as an identity or as a presence, and refuting as an identity or as an absence.

[3,37] As represented by these, one can understand the various kinds of names.

[3,38] Concerning these presentations of the aggregates, elements, and sources, the form aggregate consists of the ten elements and sources and the one subcategory of the mental object element and source [of mental objects]. The forms that are mental objects are therefore said to belong under the form [aggregate] among the five aggregates, and not only under the [visible] forms among the five [sense] objects.

[3,38] There is no conflict in provisionally claiming that a reflection or an echo is merely the object of the eye or ear consciousness. But since these [phenomena] do not have any intrinsically existent visible form or sound, they are merely a non-existent vivid
presence, and are thus included under forms that are mental objects rather than under the visible form and sound sources.

Form, which is one subcategory of the five aggregates, can be of three types:

a) Visible and obstructive, as, for instance, the form of a pillar or a vase.

b) Invisible and obstructive, such as the sense faculties which are found in very subtle form, similar to sunlight, within the visible sense organs, the eyes and so forth. They cannot be perceived by the sense faculties of ordinary people, yet they are considered to be obstructive.

c) Invisible and non-obstructive [forms] are the imperceptible forms.

While only these three have been traditionally taught, it is evident that a reflected image can be named as visible and non-obstructive form.

The consciousness aggregate consists of seven categories: the mind source and the [six] consciousness elements.

The other three aggregates and the one subcategory of the form aggregate, the [five] forms that are mental objects, as well as the unconditioned things, are all included under the mental object sources and mental object elements.

All of these [above] are included within three [categories]: the form aggregate, the mind source, and the mental object element.

Also, they can be contained within the five bases of knowables:

a) The form base of appearance is exactly what was previously explained as the form aggregate.

b) The chief mind base is the six or eight collections of consciousnesses [cognitions].
c) The accompanying base of mental states is all the mental states; the fifty-one mental states including sensation and perception.

d) The nonconcurrent formation [base] is as previously explained.

e) The base of unconditioned things should be understood as was previously explained under the mental object elements.

[3,44] This was the chapter on the sources.
DEPENDENT ORIGINATION

[4.1] What is meant by dependent origination? It means that nothing included under inner or outer phenomena has arisen without a cause. They have also not originated from an independent cause, an uncaused and permanent creator such as the Self, Time, or the Almighty. The fact that phenomena are produced based on the interdependence of their respective causes and conditions coming together is called dependent origination. To proclaim this is the unique approach of the Buddha’s teaching.

[4.2] All outer phenomena arise in interdependence, in the manner of, for instance, a sprout growing from a seed. Inner phenomena, the aggregates of higher, medium, and lower beings, originate in the manner of the twelve links of interdependence.

[4.3] How is this? The outer interdependence can be illustrated by the example of such things as a sprout growing from a seed, by means of seven related causes and six related conditions.

[4.4] The [seven] related causes are taught to be seed, sprout, stamen, stalk, bud, flower, and fruit, which sequentially are the causes that perpetuate the consecutive origination.

[4.5] The [six] related conditions are earth, water, fire, wind, space, and time, which respectively stabilizes, causes to adhere, matures, expands, accommodates, and gradually changes.

These co-operating conditions assist in the origination of the seven [steps] from sprout to fruit.
As to inner interdependence, the related causes are the twelve links. What are they? A sutra describes them:

"Dependent origination is as follows: Because this exists, such-and-such will arise. Because that has arisen, such-and-such arises. Hence, because of ignorance the formations arise, because of the formations the consciousnesses will arise, and so forth. The same holds true for name-and-form, the six sense-sources, contact, sensation, craving, grasping, becoming, and birth down to old age and death. Sorrow, lamentation, misery, unhappiness and distress will then arise. Thus this great mass of total suffering arises."

"Similarly, the formations will cease because of ignorance having ceased and so forth, down to the point where, because of birth, old age and death having ceased, sorrow and so forth, this great mass of total suffering will also cease." Thus it has been taught.

1) IGNORANCE: Ignorance means not to know the meaning of the [four noble] truths, as well as the delusion of perceiving incorrectly and in disharmony with the nature of things, such as regarding the respective aggregates of the various levels in the three realms as being permanent, pleasant, a self-entity, whole, singular, a sentient being, and 'my,' all of which are conceptualizations that obscure the correct meaning.

2) FORMATION: As long as this ignorance which apprehends a self is present, it results in the power of actions [karmic formations] created by attachment, anger and delusion, the meritorious actions of virtue, the non-meritorious actions of nonvirtue, and the non-transferring actions. Formation therefore means that seeds of reincarnation are being planted in the consciousness. Thus, virtue forms the [bodily] support and pleasures of the higher realms, nonvirtue forms the support and sufferings of the lower realms, and the non-transferring [karma] forms the rebirths in the two upper realms [of form and formlessness].
3) CONSCIOUSNESS: These formations give rise to the consciousness which goes to the birthplace of the next existence. The seed placed in the [all-ground] consciousness which propels one to the [next] rebirth is called impelling consciousness, and that which leads to the birthplace of that life once the conditions have come together is called the consciousness of the impelled result. Both of these are in fact one, in terms of being the link consciousness that establishes a rebirth.

4) NAME-AND-FORM: When by the power of this consciousness one is connected to a womb, the link of name-and-form consists of the four 'names' of consciousness, sensation, perception, and formation, and together with them the form which is the oval fetal form and so forth. These constitute the body of that existence by means of mutually supporting each other, as in the case of the roofbeams of a house.

5) THE SIX SOURCES: Following that, when the period of name-and-form has been fully completed, the inner six sources of the eye and so forth arise.

6) CONTACT: Thereafter the objects, sense faculties and consciousnesses will meet together and the six contacts will arise, such as perception through the contact of the form of an object meeting with the eye. This is the link of contact.

7) SENSATION: From this contact arises the experience of the three aspects of pleasant, painful, and indifferent sensations. That is the link of sensation.

8) CRAVING: Based on sensation arises the eager craving of desiring not to be separated from a pleasant sensation, the fearful craving of desiring to cast away an unpleasant sensation, and a self-sufficient abiding in regards to indifferent sensations. Thus arises a craving towards the six objects, from forms to mental objects. In short, the link of craving is to experience the taste of the objects caused by sensation, and to draw in these objects
because of taking delight in clinging to them. It is divided into
the three cravings of the realms of Desire, Form and Formlessness.

[4,16] 9) GRASPING: From this craving greatly increases the eager
 craving of [thinking] “May I not be separated from what is
 beautiful and pleasant!” Hence the actual involvement in fervently
grasping for objects is the link of grasping. When subdivided, it is
taught that there are the four types of grasping: of desire, of
[wrong] beliefs, of holding discipline and ritual to be paramount,
and of adhering to a self.

[4,17] 10) BECOMING: This grasping fully creates the actions through
body, speech, and mind that establish the following existence.
This is the link of becoming. It can be subdivided into the three
types of becoming of the three realms and so forth.

[4,18] 11) REBIRTH: By the power of this becoming, once the
conditions have assembled, the link of rebirth is to first actualize
the rebirth in the birth place of that reincarnation, to fully develop
a body and to remain as one’s similar class. It is the basis for
experiencing all kinds of suffering through that [bodily] support.

[4,19] 12) OLD AGE AND DEATH: From rebirth comes aging, which is
the change in the continuity of the aggregates, and death, which
is the ceasing of that continuity. Illustrated thereby, from this
arises the sorrow which is inner anguish, the lamentation uttered
therefrom, the misery which accompanies the five sense con-
sciousnesses, and the unhappiness which accompanies the mind
consciousness. In addition arises distress caused by the unpleasant
subsidiary disturbing emotions. In short, this great mass of total
suffering results from rebirth within samsara.

[4,20] This rebirth results from becoming and its accompanying
[links]. Since the former links exist, there is the convention that
the following ones will arise. The former ones, having arisen, will
perform the function of making the following links arise. When
the former links are absent or have not arisen, the following ones will not originate or arise, and so the mass of suffering will cease.

[4,21] As for the related conditions, the disturbing emotions such as ignorance arise with the cooperation of the inner faculties and the objects focused upon. It is the same way with actions [karmas].

[4,22] The seven [links] such as name-and-form which are the basis for suffering arise from the cooperating conditions of the six elements: the inner solid element of earth, the liquid element of water, the warmth of fire through which food is digested, the wind element such as the inhalation and exhalation of breath, the space element which is all the accommodating cavities, and the consciousness element.

[4,23] A visual cognition [eye consciousness] arises when five things operate together: the support which is the eye faculty, the object which is a visible form, its actual presence, unobscured space and an apprehending frame of mind. It should be understood that this is likewise to be combined with any of the other cognitions [consciousnesses].

[4,24] In this way, the arising of all outer and inner phenomena require that their respective causes and conditions come together in the appropriate manner. When these [factors] are incomplete, phenomena do not arise, while when complete, they will definitely arise. That is the nature of dependent origination.

[4,25] Since beginningless time there has been no creator of this continual involvement, such as the Self, the Almighty or others. Also, the causes do not conceive of the thought, "I will produce this effect" and the effects do not conceive the thought, "I was produced from that." Yet, they arise possessing the five special features of interdependence of cause and effect. What are they?

1. [Phenomena are] not permanent, because a sprout arises after the seed has ceased and not while the seed is unceasingly present.
2. [Phenomena are] not interrupted, because a sprout does not arise from the discontinuance, the seed having ceased; it arises uninterruptedly. The cessation of the seed and the arising of the sprout are like the up-and-down movement of the two sides of a set of balances.

3. The former link is not transformed into the following one, because a seed and a sprout are not one, either in terms of identity or of function.

4. A small cause can produce a big effect, just as a tiny seed can yield a big fruit.

5. Cause and effect have similar continuity or basis, since, for instance, a wheat sprout comes from a wheat seed and pleasure results from virtue.

One should understand that all outer and inner causes and effects are characterized by these five [special features].

[4,26] What is an example for this? Here is how it should be understood:

Like a recitation, a butter lamp, a mirror, a stamp,
A magnifying glass, a seed, sourness, or a sound,
So also with the continuation of the aggregates [reincarnation]
Should the wise realize that they do not transmigrate.

[4,27] Realizing this, you understand that all things are merely an unfailing manifestation of interdependence. Because they have not occurred either through themselves, through something other, through both, or without causes, they are therefore unoriginated [nonarising]. They are not made by a creator such as Time or the Almighty. They are devoid of a life principle or a personality, a doer or a self, or the identity of things. They are hollow and false, and are devoid of a self-nature. The one who understands that this is so, is unaffected by [the 360 unwholesome beliefs], such as conceptualizing a self in the past, present or future.
Thus, the one who possesses the acceptance that these [beliefs] will not arise in the future, will be confirmed in unexcelled enlightenment by all the buddhas.

In this way, these twelve aspects of interdependence will continuously evolve for as long as ignorance has not been relinquished. The past causes, ignorance and formation, make the present consciousness that is the impelled result appear, and the following links, down to the disturbing emotions craving and grasping, gather the karma that produces a rebirth. Thus, up to becoming, eight evolve. Continuing therefrom, there is the taking of birth in the realm corresponding to one's karma and through that [bodily] support one will undergo the samsaric suffering of aging, dying and so forth.

Concerning this support, for all the beings with form [the links] from consciousness until becoming will occur. If one is born in the Formless Realms, consciousness until becoming consisting of the four name aggregates will occur.

Whenever or as whatever one has taken rebirth, there will occur the processes of being born, aging and dying. And again, having been forced by karmas and disturbing emotions to take another birth, one circles and wanders again and again through the existences of the three realms, like a swirling fire brand or the rim of a water wheel.

After having understood in general this way of a continual occurrence, if one examines how many lives it takes to complete [one cycle of twelve links], it is taught how they are completed within the three lifetimes of the previous, the present, and the following [life-time].

Due to the power of the ignorance, craving and grasping comprised of the aggregates in one's former lifetime, one takes the following birth propelled by the formations of karma. Since in that [life] consciousness until the [links of] becoming, old age and...
death evolve, [the twelve links] are also completed within two lifetimes.

[4.34] Whichever is the case, since there is a continual occurrence, one dependent upon the other, the process is called continuous interdependence.

[4.35] Moreover, there is also the manner in which the twelve [links] are contained within the moment of completing an act. When illustrating this with, for instance, the act of killing, to engage therein through lack of understanding is ignorance. Likewise, the action [karma] is formation. The cognition at that time is consciousness. The contact of the weapon piercing [the body] is the name-and-form and of the six sources present at that time. The experience or sensation at the time is the pleasure of oneself and pain of the other. There is enthusiastic engagement and craving, and from that comes the grasping of the following part. The aggregates at the time of committing the act is becoming, resulting in the birth of the present and following part. Their change and cessation are regarded as being the links of old age and death. Thus this is the continuous interdependence of a moment [of completing an act].

[4.36] When the twelve links of interdependence are condensed, the three [links] consisting of ignorance, formation and consciousness are the propelling links. The four from name-and-form to sensation are the links of the propelled result. The three [links] of craving, grasping and becoming are the fully establishing links, and the two of birth and old age and death are the fully established links. Thus there are four [subdivisions].

[4.37] They can also be divided into three: The three of ignorance, craving and grasping are disturbing emotions. The two of formation and becoming are karma. The remaining seven are the seven bases of suffering. These three categories are respectively called affliction of disturbing emotion, affliction of karma, and
affliction of life or rebirth, because they afflict all sentient beings. Again, they are also respectively called dependency of disturbing emotion, dependency of karma, and dependency of suffering.

From the three disturbing emotions come the two karmas, and from these arise the seven bases of suffering. From these seven again arise the disturbing emotions and karmas. Thus one continuously circles around [within samsara].

Among the twelve links, the five disturbing emotions and karmas and the consciousness are the causes which form all the other links. Thus there can be said to be four links: ignorance, karma, craving, and consciousness. Here both craving and grasping are [defined as] craving, and both formation and becoming as karma.

To explain this further, understand consciousness to be like a seed, karma like a field, craving like moisture, and ignorance like planting and manure. These four produce the sprouts of name-and-form in all the birthplaces of becoming.

When these interdependent links, in progressive order, are condensed, the five karmas and disturbing emotions are included under the truth of origin and the remaining seven fall under the truth of suffering.

In terms of reverse order, having relinquished ignorance through the wisdom that realizes the nature of the truths, the reversal of the five that are karmas and disturbing emotions is the truth of path. Likewise, the ceasing of the seven bases of suffering is the truth of cessation. Thus they are the nature of the twelvefold points of truth.

In that way, dependent origination ranks as an essential and profound teaching among the treasuries of the Buddha's Words. The one who perceives dependent origination with the eyes of discriminating knowledge will come to see the dharmas possessing the natures of the eightfold noble path, and with the wisdom
gaze which comprehends all objects of knowledge will perceive the dharmakaya of buddhahood. Thus it has been taught.

[4,44] This was the chapter on interdependence.
THE CORRECT AND THE INCORRECT

The categories of what is correct and incorrect encompass all objects of knowledge. They are the difference between what results and what does not result from a certain cause. For instance, it is correct that pleasure results from a virtuous action and not pain; and that from a grain of rice grows a rice sprout, rather than a barley sprout. It is correct that the person who realizes the absence of a self attains liberation, while it is incorrect that someone who holds the existence of a self attains liberation.

It is correct that fire is hot, and incorrect that it is cold. As in these examples, all objects of knowledge by nature encompass various categories of what is correct and incorrect.

To roughly outline this, seven dependencies are taught:

1) Dependency of the undesired is, for example, to go to the lower realms due to unvirtuous actions.¹³

2) Dependency of the desired is, for example, to be reborn in the happy states through virtuous actions.

3) Dependency of purity is, for example, that one will not attain total purity without relinquishing the obscurations.

4) Dependency of co-occurrence is, for example, that by having accumulated matchless karma, a buddha and a world ruler only appear individually and not together at the same time.

5) Dependency of control is, for example, that through the physical body of a woman, one is unable to take possession of the
precious wheel and the other of the seven precious possessions [of a universal monarch].

6) Dependency of attainment is, for example, that one does not attain the state of a pratyekabuddha in the physical body of a woman.

7) Dependency of behavior is, for example, that a noble being does not engage in [negative] acts such as killing.

[5,4] It is the nature of things that these take place through the dependency of what is correct and incorrect, rather than as one desires or feels like. Understand hereby that all phenomena, whatever they may be, possess aspects of what is correct and what is not.

[5,5] It is correct that suffering results from the cause of the [truth of] origin, and that cessation results from the path. It is incorrect that suffering results from the path and that cessation results from origin [of suffering]. Thus, everything comprised of the progression and reversal of the four truths through dependent origination is included herein.

[5,6] In short, all the sciences of knowledge are meant for understanding what is correct and what is incorrect.

[5,7] By the science of craftsmanship one understands the situation in which a created object is excellent or not excellent.

[5,8] By the science of healing and diagnosis one comes to know the remedy which cures or does not cure an illness.

[5,9] By the science of language one understands what is correct and incorrect for the character of words, the conditions for combining them, and how they form their inflections.

[5,10] By the science of logic one comes to know the manner in which a certain predicate is established or not established from a certain proof.
By the inner science one understands the nature of things and comes to perfectly know the main object of pursuit, the path and cessation.

Likewise, by the science of synonyms, one understands how various words will or will not apply to a certain meaning; by the science of mathematics, the correctness of how various numbers and so on are; by the science of performance, the different tones of voice; by the science of poetry, whether an expression is beautiful or not; and by the science of composition one will come to understand what is correct or is incorrect concerning the sketchiness or verbosity of a sentence.

Here I shall only briefly explain the philosophical schools according to the inner science. Understanding of them will cause one to be learned in the meaning of what is correct or incorrect.

There are two kinds of philosophical schools: those of the outsiders, which are to be abandoned, and those of the insiders [Buddhists], which are to be adopted. The difference between outsiders and insiders lies in whether or not the Three Jewels are accepted as being perfect objects of refuge.

Among these philosophical schools, there are numerous divisions of outsiders such as the sixty-two views. There are many ways of classifying them, but they can be condensed into the Five Tarka Groups.

Although these again have many different beliefs, when condensing the root of all of them, there are two: proponents of eternalism and proponents of nihilism.

The proponents of eternalism believe that either the Self, Time, the Almighty, Brahma, or Vishnu is the creator of the entire world. They hold that this creator is permanent. In order to achieve this state of permanence they have the paths of pleasing the godhead, practicing meditation and so forth.
The proponents of nihilism claim that the present world originated by itself without causes, such as past karma; that consciousness occurred suddenly from the four elements; and that since it is discontinued at the time of death, it is pointless to exert oneself on the path in order to achieve liberation. All of these nihilists are, however, proponents of the existence of a self.19

When these beliefs are scrutinized by a Buddhist, [it is seen that] such a permanent cause cannot perform the function of creating the world. This is because you cannot find that the whole world was created simultaneously, but only gradually. Consequently its cause is not permanent.20

Or, if its creator were itself to have another cause, there would be no end to creators, and again the creator would not be permanent. If the creator were to be causeless, on the other hand, it would be impossible to establish a reason for its existence.

Moreover, if it [the godhead, etc.] creates intentionally, it is dependent upon intention and consequently is not permanent. It is also unreasonable that it would create suffering sentient beings. If the creator were not to create intentionally, it would lack independent control, and consequently there would be no benefit even if one were to worship it. In these and other ways, the concept of a creator is refuted by means of correct reasoning.

Origination without a cause is impossible. If it were possible, something should be able to originate in the same way in all places and at all times without any difference. The reason should follow the claim that all phenomena, even without having causes, exist by virtue of their own nature.21

Or, a sprout, for instance, will not be able to exist at a certain time and place. This should follow the claim that a seed and water and so forth are not causes [of the sprout], since they do not [necessarily] produce anything even if they come together.
15.21 This being so, all things exist in a certain place and time where and when their causes and condition have come together. They do not exist without these [causes and conditions] coming together. Since this [presence and absence] alternates, it is established that [all things] originate from causes.

15.22 Maintaining that consciousness originates as something new from the four elements counteracts the [nihilistic] claim that all phenomena are without causes.

Since the present consciousness is seen to occur and continue from the previous [instant of] consciousness, its own perpetuating cause, it is impossible that it should originate from [dead] matter, without its own former perpetuating cause. This would be as [impossible as] a sprout [growing] from stone or light [appearing] from darkness.

15.23 It is seen that the aware and cognizant continuity of consciousness originates and occurs without interruption, the next moment resulting from the previous, just as one progresses steadily when training in reading and other things. How, then, can it be discontinued at the time of death, while its own [perpetuating] causes are still present? This is like [the example of] a flawless seed possessing the conditions such as earth and water, or like the continuous flow of a great river.\textsuperscript{22}

15.24 When examining in this way one sees, through factual reasoning, that phenomena originate in dependent connection when their individual causes are present, and do not arise when their causes are absent. Consequently, they do not arise from a cause such as the Almighty; neither do they arise without a cause.

15.25 For these reasons, the five aggregates which are dependent-arising are devoid of a self and a creator, because neither of these attributes are found to be identical with or different from the aggregates.
There are four Buddhist schools: Vaibhashika, Sautrantika, Mind Only, and Madhyamaka.

The Vaibhashika proponents assert that the five bases of knowables and the three times have substantial existence. The established bases [of smallest atom and instant] are all held to exist because they possess their own attributes.

When a vase, for instance, is demolished or intellectually dissected, such a thing which can be broken into pieces has conventional existence. That which cannot be broken asunder, the two types of partless entities — the [partless] smallest particle and the partless instant [of consciousness] — have ultimate existence because they are the basic components for all things.

Both conventional and ultimate existence are claimed not to be empty, because the identity of each phenomenon has a substantial existence.

The Vaibhashika proponents also maintain that the self of the individual has no substantial existence because it is neither identical with nor different from the aggregates. They accept that the consciousness supported by the eye faculty or the other [faculties] directly apprehends the object which is simultaneous with itself without a [mental] image [of that object]; that there is no self-knowing; and that all attributes such as arising [dwelling, and ceasing] are separate from the things themselves.

In similar ways, they have numerous systems of accepted conventions.

The way in which the Sautrantikas view the two types of partlessness and absence of the self [of the individual person] is the same as the above.

They, however, maintain that the nonconcurrent formations and the unconditioned things are merely imputations, having no substantial existence.
The nonconcurrent [formations] are mere imputations made when mind and matter [are together], and have no independent individual identity apart from that. The unconditioned things are only imputations resulting from an elimination of something negated.

The present eye consciousness, for instance, occurs from the cause of the previous object, the faculty of sight and consciousness having come together. This consciousness then takes hold of the image of its object appearing in the mind, and not the actual object itself. Hence, the object, the cause that presents the image, has a hidden existence.

They also accept that all the consciousnesses are self-knowing, and that all things arise from four conditions and have by nature the quality of ceasing instantly.

Hence, a thing itself and its attributes such as arising [dwelling, and ceasing] are not separate, but merely imputations through opposition.

The Sautrantikas have several ways of correctly evaluating the identity of things: by means of factual reasoning when evaluating outer objects, and by means of understanding that all imputations are devoid of an identity which has substantial existence. Hence, they are superior to the philosophical system of the Vaibhashikas.

A vital point to understand is that although the nonconcurrent [formations] are imputed, since their names resemble their object, [the Sautrantikas] must accept that attributes exist in the things themselves. This is because, as the Vaibhashikas say, if the [attributes] were exclusively imputations, things would be devoid of [attributes such as] impermanence.

In the same way, [the Sautrantikas] must also assert that the unconditioned things such as space have conventional existence.

The [followers of the] Mind Only School hold that all these present appearances are just habitual tendencies of various kinds
of conceptual thinking implanted in the all-ground consciousness since beginningless time. From the power of these [tendencies], it is merely mind as the all-ground consciousness and nothing other which manifests in the form of the appearances of environment, sense objects, and a body. All [appearances] are therefore only the appearance of mind. This is like the example of appearances in a dream.

[5.39] They [the proponents of the Mind Only School] also maintain that external objects have no existence other than [this all-ground] consciousness.

The ultimate dissection of coarse things, the basic components which are the two types of partless entities [atoms and instants], consequently cannot be established as having ultimate existence.

[5.40] Take for example the situation when partless atoms form a coarse thing. A single central atom is surrounded by six or ten atoms in the various directions. If those different atoms each have a part where they touch, [the central one] becomes endowed with parts. If they do not [touch the central one], then however many of the smallest atoms may be grouped together, it will not cause any further increase. An irreducible partless [atom] is therefore not established [as having ultimate existence]; it is merely an imputation.

[5.41] Take also the partless instant of time. If its previous and following partless [time entities] have different sides facing towards it, [this partless instant] becomes endowed with parts. And if they do not, there will not be any longer duration regardless of how many instants of the ultimately smallest time are added together, because they would each merely be one single instant.

[5.42] All appearances included within space and time are therefore only appearances of mind.
Dependent [phenomena] are these interdependent appearances because they appear through the dependency of connected [causes and conditions] and not through their own nature.

Imagined [phenomena] are the two kinds of self-entity, the superimpositions on the dependent appearances as having identities of various conditioned and unconditioned phenomena and as having an individual [self-entity].

The absolute is the nature of the dependent consciousness, the fact that it is empty of the two kinds of self-entity, the domains of the imagined.

This being so, the proponents of the Mind Only School claim that the mere self-knowing consciousness — which is not the domain of [conceptual] constructs and which is devoid of both perceiver and the perceived — has ultimate existence.

The followers of the Madhyamaka School maintain that just as an external object does not exist likewise the mind perceiving it also cannot be established [as truly existent].

That is to say, both [object and mind] are alike in appearing due to [mutual] interdependence while they are devoid of a self-nature. Moreover, a substantially existent consciousness that is not the domain of constructs is but an imputation.

Take a thing that has an individual identity and can be observed. When its identity is examined, it consequently cannot be established as having even the slightest true existence.

All phenomena therefore merely occur as unfailing appearances through the power of dependent origination. Besides this, they are by nature devoid of even the slightest true existence and are therefore emptiness.

Emptiness and dependent origination are merely described separately in terms of their opposites. Nevertheless, they are a unity devoid of separately existing identities that can be individually
cognized. This absence of constructs is called *dharmadhatu* — the realm of phenomena.

This [*dharmadhatu*] is devoid of extremes such as being permanent or discontinued, apparent or empty, and is to be realized through the Middle Way, Madhyamaka.

Within the continuity of this [realm] to be realized, emptiness and dependent origination are one single fact, without separateness, united, and equal.

[5,52] Since this [Madhyamaka School] resolves the exact nature of things, it is unexcelled among all the schools of philosophy.

[5,53] Vaibhashika and Sautrantika are Hinayana schools. Madhyamaka and Mind Only are Mahayana schools because they are alike in accepting that after having aroused the two kinds of conventional and ultimate bodhimind, one practices the principles of the greater vehicle on the five paths and ten bhumis. Thereby one accomplishes the fruition of buddhahood, the non-dwelling nirvana.

[5,54] There are numerous systems of views among the various schools of Madhyamaka, Mind Only and the others, but here I have merely described the general points.

[5,55] Based on the manner in which these philosophical schools are successively more excellent, one realizes correctly the nature of what is conventional or ultimate. Therefrom one will become learned in what is correct or incorrect concerning all phenomena.

[5,56] This was the chapter on the correct and the incorrect. [27B:4]
6
THE FACULTIES
INDRIYA

[6.1] There are twenty-two faculties:

[6.2] 1)–6) The six of the eye faculty, ear faculty and so forth until the
mind faculty. These six control the apprehending of their indivi­
dual objects.

[6.3] 7) The life faculty controls the remaining in a similar class [of
sentient beings].

[6.4] 8)–9) The male and female faculties form the respective physical
supports [for being male or female] and control the unbroken
continuity of births from a womb.

[6.5] 10)–14) The five faculties of the sensations of pleasure, pain,
mental pleasure, mental pain, and of neutral sensation control the
experiences of the fully ripened results [of karma].

[6.6] 15)–19) The five faculties of faith, diligence, recollection,
concentration, and discrimination control the mundane virtues or
the purity [of detachment].

[6.7] 20)–22) The faculties of ‘making all understood’, of ‘under­
standing all,’ and of ‘having understood all’ consist of faith and so
forth in the stream-of-being of, [respectively, someone on the
paths of] seeing, cultivation, and no-training. They control the
supramundane purities [of noble beings].

[6.8] Faculties are therefore called [controlling] faculties.
The six [sense] faculties of the eye and so forth have already been defined.

The mind faculty taken from among the six [sense] faculties is merely the support for producing a mental cognition. Understand also that the mind faculty as mentioned here, also refers to a mental cognition produced from that support.

Here is the manner in which these six [sense-faculties] apprehend their respective objects:

The eye and ear faculties apprehend from a distance without meeting the object and apprehend [their objects] without any regularity as to whether the object is bigger or smaller than itself.

The three faculties of the nose, tongue and body apprehend after meeting [with their object] and take hold of the object in a size equal to itself.

Hence, in terms of these objects and 'object-possessors,' [the sense faculties], being mutually obstructive to touch, one can discern whether they meet [their object] or not.

The mind faculty is not only the object-possessor, [subject], of just its own object, the element of mental objects, but [it is the object-possessor] of all phenomena. It apprehends and makes the names of contact with every object and is therefore also called nominal contact.

It cannot be discerned whether its object is met or not met or whether the object is bigger or smaller that itself since consciousness has no [physical] form.

The size of a perception is not the size of the form but is the extent encompassed by the consciousness.

The male and female faculties are particularities of the body faculty resembling the thumb and the hollow of a drum. They form the basis for experiencing the pleasure of contact between a male and a female.
The five kinds of sensation, the [five faculties of] faith and so forth, and the life [faculty] are as explained above.

The [faculty] of ‘making all understood’ is described as being the nine [faculties] belonging to the stream-of-being of someone on the path of seeing. These are the five of faith and so forth, the three of the sensation of pleasure, mental pleasure, and indifference, and the mind faculty.

The faculty of ‘understanding all’ is [comprised of the above] nine belonging to the stream-of-being of someone on the path of cultivation.

The faculty of ‘having understood all’ is those nine belonging to the stream-of-being of someone on [the path of] no-training.

Seven faculties have [physical] form. One is a ‘main mind’ [primary cognition]. Ten are mental states. One [the life faculty] belongs to nonconcurrent formations. The three undefiling faculties are named after the [main] mind and mental events. Thus there are twenty-two altogether.

The presentation of the faculties:

The three faculties of [the faculty of] ‘making all understood’ and so forth are undefiling.

The seven with physical form, the life [faculty], the [sensations] of pain and mental pain, totaling ten, are defiling since they are to be abandoned by the [path of] cultivation.

The nine remaining ones: the three [faculties] of the sensations [of pleasure, mental pleasure, and indifference], the five of faith and so forth, and the mind [faculty], have both aspects of being defiling [in an ordinary person] and undefiling [in a noble being].

The life [faculty] is produced from [karmic] ripening. The five [faculties] of faith and so forth, the three of ‘understanding all,’ and mental pain, are not produced from [karmic] ripening.
The Vaibhashikas maintain that the [sensation of] mental pain among these [faculties] is not itself the result of ripening because of being an involvement through personal desire due to mere conceptualization. Since it can be determined as either virtuous or unvirtuous, it yields its own ripened result. Nevertheless, I think it is evident that there should also be a neutral aspect of the ripening [of past actions]. The details of this will be explained elsewhere.

Among the remaining twelve of the above, the seven having form result from [karmic] ripening. It is also said that development is not a [karmic] ripening.

The mind faculty and the other four sensations have three [aspects] virtuous, unvirtuous, and neutral. Defiling virtue and nonvirtue therefore have [karmic] ripening, while the neutral has no ripening.

The [defiling] five faculties of faith and so forth have ripening. The undefiling mind faculty, sensations, and [the undefiling] five of faith and so forth all have no ripening. Understand that ripening here means samsaric ripening.

The five faculties of faith and so forth and the three of ‘understanding all’ and so forth are virtuous.

The mind [faculty] and sensation of pleasure and so forth have the three aspects of being virtuous, unvirtuous, and neutral.

The eight faculties consisting of the seven having form and the life faculty are neutral.

Except for the three flawless [faculties], the other nineteen can all be present in the [beings] belonging to the Desire [Realm].

Among them, except for the male and female faculties and the two kinds of [sensation] of pain [and mental pain], the other [faculties] can be present in the [sentient beings] in the Form Realms.
Except for the seven having form and the four sensations other than indifference, the remaining ones can all be present in the Formless Realms.

Although the three undefiling faculties do not belong under the phenomena of the three realms, that does not mean that they cannot occur within the stream-of-being of someone in the three realms.

The four faculties consisting of the mind faculty, the sensations of pleasure, mental pleasure and indifference have three aspects: to be discarded through the path of seeing, to be discarded through cultivation, and not to be discarded.

Mental pain is to be discarded through both the paths of seeing and cultivation.

As explained above, the ten faculties consisting of the seven having form and so on [plus life, pain and mental pain] are to be discarded by the path of cultivation. The five defiling faculties consisting of faith and so forth are discarded through cultivation, while the undefiling are not to be discarded. The three flawless faculties are not to be discarded.

The way in which these faculties are obtained:

To begin with, the ones who are womb-born in the Desire Realms obtain the two karmically ripened faculties of body and life.

The genderless instantaneously-born, as for instance human beings in the first aeon, obtain simultaneously the six faculties consisting of the five faculties of eye and so forth and the life faculty.

The single-gender instantaneously-born, such as the desire gods, obtain in addition to the former six either the male or the female faculty, totaling seven.
The double-gender instantaneously-born who are possible in the lower realms thus obtain eight.

In the Form Realms one obtains the six faculties consisting of the five of eye and so forth and the life [faculty].

In the Formless [Realms] one only obtains anew the life faculty.

When dying in the Formless [Realms] the three faculties of life, mind, and indifferent [sensation] cease simultaneously.

In the Form Realms, the eight faculties consisting of those three and the five of eye and so forth cease simultaneously.

[In the Desire Realms] the instantaneously-born dies all at once. For the double-gender ten [faculties] cease by adding the two genders to the previous eight. For the single-gendered nine cease; and for the genderless eight [cease].

For the womb-born and so forth [egg or heat-born], who die gradually, the four faculties of body, mind, life, and indifferent [sensation] cease simultaneously.

All these cases [of ceasing of faculties] are mentioned in terms of a dying mind that is not obscuring, undetermined or disturbed. For the beings who die abiding in a virtuous mentality acquired by birth, eight [faculties] cease for someone in the Formless [Realms] and so on by adding the five [faculties] of faith and so forth.

Here follows an examination of which faculties cause the four results such as stream-enterer to be obtained.

The results of a stream-enterer and arhat:

In addition to the six consisting of the mind [faculty] and the five of faith and so forth, the stream-enterer, because of being attached to the Desire Realms, obtains the [faculty of] the indifferent [sensation] of the capable stage. He likewise obtains the [faculty of] ‘making all understood’ in the fifteenth moment of
the path of seeing, and the [faculty of] ‘understanding all’ in the sixteenth [moment], totaling nine.

[6.57] The arhat, when adhering to the main part of the first and second dhyanas, obtains [the faculty of] the mental pleasure of those two. Additionally he obtains the [faculty of] pleasure when adhering to the third [dhyana]. Adhering to any level that is neither of these three, he obtains the [faculty of] indifferent [sensation]. On either of these three or in the vajra-like samadhi of the path without impediment he obtains the ‘understanding all,’ and on the path of liberation [he obtains] the [faculty of] ‘having understood all’. Thus, nine in all.

[6.58] The [results of] the once-returner and the non-returner:

When achieving his result through the mundane path, the gradual once-returner, in addition to the six consisting of [the faculties of] mind and the five of faith and so forth, obtains seven by adding the indifferent [sensation of] the capable stage. When achieving through the supramundane path, he obtains the name of ‘understanding all’ in regard to the five of faith and so forth of that path, totaling eight.

[6.59] Through the mundane path, the one who is already detached obtains, in order to achieve his result of non-returner, the [faculty of] ‘making all understood’ in addition to the eight, thus nine in all.

[6.60] The dull non-returner gradually achieves through the mundane path. He has seven faculties when adding the indifference of the capable stage because of being unable to realize the [sensation of] pleasure of the main part of the first [dhyana] at the time of the nine aspects of liberation.30

[6.61] When the dull gradual type achieves through the supramundane path, he obtains eight faculties with the additional ‘understanding all’.
When the sharp [gradual type] through the mundane path is able to realize the mental pleasure of the main part, he also obtains eight [faculties].

When the sharp type achieves through the supramundane path he obtains [the faculties of] both the [sensations of] indifference and mental pleasure and of the ‘understanding all’ at the time of the path without impediment, thus nine in all.

Moreover, when the already detached type achieves his respective result [of non-return], he obtains it by means of the nine faculties of either of the three sensations, the ‘making all understood’ and the ‘understanding all.’

The way in which someone possesses [the faculties]:

When possessing either indifference, mind, or life, one definitely possesses all three.

When possessing the [sensation of] pleasure or body, one possesses four: that one in addition to the former three.

When possessing the eye [faculty] etc., one possesses five: that [faculty] itself, the former three, and the body [faculty].

When possessing the [faculty of the sensation of] mental pleasure, one possesses five: three above, the body and [that faculty] itself.

Those who possess the [faculty of the sensation of] pain, will possess seven: the above three, the body, pleasure and mental pleasure, and [that faculty] itself.

When possessing either the male or female faculty, one possesses eight: the above seven and itself.

When [having] the [faculty of] mental pain, one has eight when adding the above seven.

When having the five of faith and so forth, one has eight when adding the above three.
When having the faculty of 'having understood all', one possesses eleven: the nine undefiling, the life [faculty] and itself.  

The [faculty of] 'making all understood' has a bodily support in the case of someone in the Desire [Realms]. Therefore, one possesses thirteen by adding the [faculties of] body and of [the sensation of] pain to the above eleven.

The different ways of possessing the most or the fewest:

Among the beings without roots of virtue, those who possess the fewest faculties possess eight: the body, five sensations, life, and mind.

Immature beings of the Formless [Realms] also possess eight: the three of indifference, life, and mind, and the five of faith and so forth.

As to those who possess the most, it should be understood that a double-gendered ordinary person can, excepting the three flawless ones, possess nineteen. Or, a noble single-gendered with attachment can possess nineteen excepting the last two flawless [faculties].

This was the chapter on the faculties.
7
TIME

[7,1] Time has three aspects.

[7,2] The past [of a certain thing] is the completed enacting of both cause and effect. It is the completion and cessation of what has previously happened. Present means that the cause has been enacted but not the effect. Future is the incompleteness of causes, although a cause may be present, while an effect has not been enacted.

[7,3] In this way, these three times are imputed by systems in terms of the appearance of the cause and effect of things.

[7,4] These three times make one understand that [a thing lasts] for such and such [a duration] by means of measures of long and short durations.

[7,5] Concerning the duration of something, when we explain gradual occurrence of a string of moments in the manner of past, present, and future, the most subtle and ultimately smallest time where former and following parts are indivisible is called the ultimately smallest instant of time [according to the Abhidharma].

One hundred and twenty such ultimately smallest instants of time are one ‘moment’. Sixty such moments are ‘one minute’. Thirty such minutes are one period. Thirty such periods are one day [and night]. Thirty days are one month and twelve months are one year. So it has been taught.
The root texts of astrology and Abhidharma explain that, counted as one, the pair of a regular inhalation and exhalation of breath of an adult in good health is called one breath. Six such breaths are one water-measure. Sixty such water-measures are one half-period and sixty such half-periods are one day [and night].

When explaining these in an easily understood way by correlating them, there are in one day six million four hundred eighty thousand ultimately smallest instants and there are twenty-one thousand six hundred breaths. In the duration of each breath there are three hundred ultimately smallest instants.

In the duration of each inhalation and exhalation of breath, the pulse of an ordinary person in good health beats five times. One period, that is two half-periods, has one hundred and twelve water-measures. Each ‘minute’ is the duration of four water-measures. The duration of one ‘moment’ is the time it takes the pulse to beat two times.

When calculating in this way, the duration of each pulse beat and a regular finger-snap are of equal length of time.

The measure of the ultimately smallest instant of time is known as the timespan it takes to pierce each leaf when piercing a needle through sixty piled shomang leaves. The petals are all pierced gradually since it is not possible to pierce them simultaneously. The duration it takes to pierce each is therefore understood through inference. If one were to calculate with the sometimes mentioned sixty-four or five [leaves] there comes disagreement with the root texts, so one should examine the intent of that.

There are two kinds of moments: the ultimately smallest instant of time and the ‘moment of completing an act’. The first is the shortest, ultimately smallest time explained above. The second is defined as the duration from the beginning of any action until it is fully completed. So, dependent on the action, it has an infinite number of lengths of duration.
The shortest [moment] earning that term is the completion of the act of merely snapping the fingers. The longest one, the time from when the Buddha first made the aspiration until he finally realized unexcelled enlightenment, can also be considered as one moment of completing an act.

The duration of all things is labeled as time by the power of people's beliefs. It is therefore sometimes said that the present is simply what is present right now in its own time. All that happened previous to that is the past. What will occur later is the future. This is stated in terms of the [present] moment.

Sometimes the present refers to the time this aeon was formed until it becomes void. What happened before that and what will happen later is considered past and future. It is permissible to mentally summarize the duration of time and give it such a name in terms of the labeled object.

For this reason, based on our world there are the four aeons of creation, subsistence, destruction, and voidness. There are also the middle aeons, great aeons, descending [aeons] and ascending [aeons]; the undulating, increasing, and decreasing [aeons]. Finally, there are the ages of sickness, warfare, and famine, as well as the ages of destruction by fire, water, and wind.

There are moreover the ages of completeness, possessing three, possessing two, and of strife. In terms of the doctrine there are the four periods of fruition, of practice, of scriptures, and of adherence to mere signs. Furthermore, there is the aeon of darkness and the aeon of light and so forth. It should be understood that there are many such categories based on time.

Based on the movements of the sun and moon, a system of three kinds of days is made.

The duration it takes the sun, by the movement of the 'wind', to circumambulate the four continents is defined as sixty half-periods. This is called one solar day.
[7.19] In terms of the moon’s own course, the duration of each of the fifteen parts of the moon for both the waxing and the waning periods is known as a lunar day. Although, for the moment, the waxing and waning are of [varying] lengths, at the end of the light and dark periods, [the lunar day] is in fact a little shorter than the length of a solar day.

[7.20] The duration it takes the sun, by its own movement, to circle through the zodiacs, each divided into thirty, is called one zodiacal day. It is slightly longer than the duration of a solar day.

[7.21] The time of one year is defined by means of these three kinds of days. Correlating the solar and lunar days, there are the omissions and extra [dates]. A double-month occurs because the months reckoned from lunar days and the months reckoned from zodiacal days are of an uneven length.

[7.22] The four seasons on the four continents occur because the sun travels through the twelve zodiacs. Due to the waxing and waning of the moon there are the light and dark periods.

[7.23] A solar day occurs from the way in which the sun rises because of the ‘wind movement of the gola.’ If these things are not calculated properly, the light and dark periods and the four seasons of spring and so forth will become mixed up. Time is therefore to be established minutely in accordance with the root texts of astrology.

[7.24] Moreover, one year has twelve months or three hundred and sixty days. By counting the times of partaking in early and late meals as two there are seven hundred and twenty meals and also [such a number of] days and nights.

[7.25] One day can also be classified, when dividing it into dawn, morning and so forth, into four, six, eight, or twelve periods.

[7.26] Each month has a light and a dark part. Each year has the four seasons of summer and winter, autumn and spring or six seasons such as the early and late winter and [spring, sowing time, mid-
summer, and fall]. There is, moreover, the system of the two equinoxes.

[7,27] The numbers of years and aeons can be estimated in measures of duration by means of calculating with the numbers from ten and one hundred and, multiplying by ten, until the 'incalculable'.

[7,28] Based on this definition of time one can understand the statement "In the former aeon of such and such time, so and so buddha appeared!" "In such and such future time and aeon the buddha so and so will appear!" "The respective results through the paths of the greater and lesser vehicles are attained in such and such a time!" Also, "The life span of sentient beings is such and such" and so forth.

[7,29] One will also understand that all things are merely a successive occurrence as a chain of moments that arise and cease.

[7,30] Furthermore, based on the aggregates of sentient beings, the inner [phenomena], there are the descriptions of the periods of birth, childhood, youth, adolescence, middle age, old age, decrepitude, and death. Outer phenomena have the times of seed, sprout, and so forth. In terms of actions there are such as first aspiring, next gathering the accumulations, and finally attaining buddhahood. Understand that categories of knowable objects are for the most part to be comprehended based on time.

[7,31] The things appearing right now are labeled present time and based thereon one also comprehends the past and future.

[7,32] At present some beings are old, some are young and some are being born. There are various situations dependent upon whatever one's own time is. The past is what occurred earlier than that and the future is what will occur later on. This is merely labeling time according to how things appear to oneself, whereas so-called time has in fact no substantial existence whatsoever.

Just as there can appear various lengths of time during the dream-state, by the power of one's conceptualization some
phenomena are past, some present and some are defined as future and appear as being such. However, in reality, phenomena have no cessation in the past, no arising in the present, and no origination in the future.

[7,33] One is said to be perfectly learned in [the topic of] time when thus realizing the equality of the three times. Considering this, one will then understand four times by adding the inconceivable time to the three that have been taught. The directions will also be understood as mere imputations in that same way and one will realize the equality of the real condition.

[7,34] This was the chapter on time.
Notes

1. The ten topics (don bcu) are the seven chapters in Gateway to Knowledge Vol. I as well as the [four] truths, the [three] vehicles, and conditioned things and unconditioned things. The last three will appear in the coming volumes.

2. The Four Seals (phyag rgya bzhi) are: All composite things are impermanent. Everything defiling is suffering. All phenomena are empty and devoid of a self-entity. Nirvana is peace.

3. This line refers to the fourfold right discrimination of words, meanings, teachings and ready speech, also to be covered in future volumes.

4. Sun of Speech (smra ba’i nyi ma) is Manjushri who dispels the darkness of ignorance.

5. The perception of form by means of the mind placed in meditation is a very expansive way of perceiving, for example through using the concentration of repulsiveness or the divine sight acquired through meditation. The conceptual mind not placed in meditation is the normal and more limited way of perceiving by means of combining sound and object. (SG)

6. Words expressed by ordinary people are ‘pillar,’ ‘jug,’ etc. Words expressed by noble beings are, for example, ‘the three gates of emancipation’ or ‘paramita.’ (SG)

7. Earth, water, fire and wind.

8. A vow or an oath, such as taking ordination, is a ‘form resulting from a taken promise.’

9. These seven types will be listed in Vol. II under disturbing emotions in the truth of origin.

10. These ten are the elements of the eye, ear, nose, tongue and body in addition to the elements of visible form, sound, odor, taste, and texture.

11. The elements of mind faculty, mind consciousness, and mental object.

12. They are called rhinoceros-like pratyekabuddhas because they live in solitude and attain enlightenment alone.
13. Although not desired, it will involuntarily result through the dependency of the unvirtuous action. (SG)

14. For instance, "A pot is impermanent because it is a product." (SG)

15. The nature of things here refers to the four truths and so forth. (SG)

16. Shechen Gyaltsab reiterates this: The difference between outsiders and insiders lies in whether or not the Three Jewels and the view of the Four Seals Signifying the Buddha's Words are accepted as being perfect objects of refuge and the perfect view. (SG)

17. The 62 views are taught in the Sutra of Brahma's Net as 18 based on the past and 44 on the future. The former are four types of proponents that everything is permanent, four types of nihilists, four types of claims that there is neither existence nor nonexistence, four types of claim that the divinity should not be abandoned, and two types of proponents of causelessness. The 44 latter are 16 types of claims that perception exists, eight types that it doesn't, eight claims that perception is neither absent nor present, seven types of nihilists, and five proponents of the view that nirvana is this life itself. Sometimes also 360 types of wrong views are mentioned. In the Five Tarka Groups, 'tarka' means logic, and they are: Samkhya, Vaibhasha, Mimanisaka, Digambara, and Charvaka. (SG)

18. 'Permanent' here means 'not resulting from causes and not arisen by means of conditions.' (SG)

19. Since even the nihilists claim that a self exists temporarily. (SG)

20. If it were the case that a permanent creator could perform the function of creating the world, then, because the cause is permanent all of the world would necessarily have to be created simultaneously without sequential order. This is evidently not so since we see the seasons gradually change. Moreover, since everything is appears in gradual sequence, a creator such as the Almighty is therefore not a permanent cause. (SG)

21. Since something devoid of causes for its being does not depend on any other thing, it must be either permanent or nonexistent. Crops should be able to ripen any time and so forth. This is because a thing would have to exist by virtue of itself independently of the gathering of causes and conditions. (SG)
22. It is established as being the nature of things that a flawless sprout will grow forth and continue to do so when and while its conditions for growing are present. (SG)

23. The term 'appearance' (snang ba) here means an instant of consciousness (rnam shes). (EPK)

24. Including the nose faculty, tongue faculty and body faculty. (SG)

25. The (SG) here says (yid bde) mental pleasure.

26. The sensations of pleasure, mental pleasure, pain and indifference. (SG)

27. All the defiling virtuous or unvirtuous deeds are in themselves not produced from karmic ripening, but will yield samsaric ripening as their individual results. (SG)

28. Eight faculties: life, mind, indifference and the five of faith and so forth. (SG)

29. This is because there are no other faculties of ripening present. (SG)

30. These nine aspects of liberation (rnam grol dgu pa) are also known as the (‘dod nyon skor drug: chags pa, khong khro, nga rgyal, ma rig pa, log lta, tshul rtul mchog ‘dzin, the tshom, phrag dog, ser sna). (Kenpo Konchok).

31. See [6, 26] for details of the nine.

32. Astrology (rtsi) also covers the system of reckoning dates and making calendars. (EPK)

33. When correlating that with the prevailing system of measuring time in the West, an Abhidharma ‘moment’ is 1.6 seconds; a ‘minute’ is 1.6 minute or 96 seconds; a ‘period’ which is 30 Abhidharma ‘minutes’ is 48 of our minutes. One ‘breath’ is four seconds; a ‘water-measure’ is 24 seconds; and a half-period is 24 of our minutes. (EPK)
The *Gateway to Knowledge* is a condensation of the Tripitaka and its accompanying commentaries. Consolidating the intent of Buddha Shakyamuni's teachings into a unified body of textbooks, it is the philosophical backbone of the living tradition of Tibetan Buddhism. This rich source book embodies the basics of Prajnaparamita and Madhyamika as well as the Abhidharma from both the Mahayana and Hinayana perspective. Every volume in this series includes the Tibetan text and the English translation on facing pages.

"The student of *The Gateway to Knowledge* can begin to comprehend the meaning of the major works on Buddhist philosophy and of the traditional sciences. When you want to extract their meaning you need an "expert system," a key. *The Gateway to Knowledge* is like that key, a magical key — it opens up the treasury of precious gemstones in the expansive collection of Buddhist scriptures.

"The extremely gifted and learned Tibetan master, Jamgön Mipham Rinpoche (1846-1912) studied with many great masters from all traditions. Accomplished in all five fields of knowledge, he remains the example of perfect scholarship. His unexcelled deeds in teaching and composing Buddhist treatises are immense."

—Chökyi Nyima Rinpoche